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NOVEMBER 14, 1969, 11:22 AM, APOLLO 12 ROCKETS TOWARDS ITS APPOINTMENT WITH DESTINY...THE MOON!

SUDDENLY, AT T-PLUS 36 AND 53 SECONDS, THE EXPLOSIVELY FUELED SATURN V ROCKET, IS STRUCK BY BOLTS OF LIGHTNING!
INSIDE THE COMMAND MODULE, THREE ASTRONAUTS WATCH AS EVERY EMERGENCY ALARM GOES HAYWIRE!

LUNAR MODULE PILOT, ALAN BEAN.
WHAT HAPPENED?

COMMAND MODULE PILOT, DICK GORDON.
FULL CELLS DISENGAGED.

AND COMMANDER CHARLES (PETE) CONRAD. MUST NOW CHOOSE...
WE JUST LOST THE PLATFORM.

HE WILL PULL THE ABORT HANDLE ON A MULTI-HUNDRED-MILLION DOLLAR MOON MISSION...

OR CHANCE RIDING A DEAD SPACECRAFT INTO ORBIT, A GUARANTEED ONE-WAY MISSION.
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The Moon. It has fascinated humanity throughout the ages...

From the dawn of man they have watched and wondered...

To some, it was a goddess.

To others, a calendar.

Many people believed the Moon was a smaller version of Earth, with strange creatures living on its surface.

That's where the term "Harvest Moon" originated.

It was not until the early 17th century that we got our first good look.

He found not a man's face, but a rugged world with jagged mountains and immense pockmarked valleys.

As time and science marched on, we continued to watch the Moon, but still could not touch it.

When the Italian mathematician, Galileo Galilei, first aimed a new invention, the telescope at Earth's nearest neighbor.
The only way to travel to the moon was on the imagination of the early science fiction writers.

Jules Verne's 1865 novel "From the Earth to the Moon" was an instant best-seller. It told the story of three men and two dogs that travel to the moon.

But by 1865, we hadn't even flown—thousands of men who had taken another 38 years.

Orville Wright—December 17, 1903.

We certainly hadn't flown the Atlantic solo.


Nor flown faster than sound...

Chuck Yeager—October 14, 1947.

And definitely not in space...

To explore the moon, humanity would have to wait more than a century.

In 1961, President John F. Kennedy told the American people they were heeded up.

"I believe that this nation should commit itself to achieving the goal before this decade is out, of landing a man on the moon and returning him safely to the earth."

No single space project in this period will be more impressive to mankind, or more important in the long-range exploration of space; and none will be more difficult or expensive to accomplish.

To get there by the end of the decade, the National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA) had to learn a lot in a hurry.

**NASA**

**Project Mercury** took the first Americans into space.

**Alan Shepard**

**And things like: Could he survive long enough to go to the moon?**

**Could he walk in space?**

**Could he rendezvous and dock with other spacecraft?**

**Project Gemini** taught NASA man could survive, walk and maneuver in space.

E. White—first American to walk in space—June 3, 1965.
IT WASN'T UNTIL JULY 20, 1969 THAT APOLLO 11 LANDED THE FIRST MEN ON THE MOON.
THAT'S ONE SMALL STEP FOR A MAN, ONE GIANT LEAP FOR MANKIND...

THE FIRST MOONLANDING RAISED EVEN MORE QUESTIONS THAN IT ANSWERED.
THIS IS ONE OF THE ROCKS APOLLO 11 Brought back.
IT'S NOT ENOUGH. WE NEED TO STAY LONGER AND DO EXPERIMENTS ON THE LUNAR SURFACE!

NEIL ARMSTRONG—FIRST MAN ON THE MOON.

NOW IT'S APOLLO 13'S TURN. THEY WILL TAKE SCIENCE TO THE MOON.

THE APOLLO 12 CREW.
MISSION COMMANDER PETE CONRAD WILL BE MAKING HIS THIRD SPACE FLIGHT.

PETE'S FATHER WAS A WORLD WAR ONE BALLOONIST.

CHARLES "PETE" CONRAD JR. WAS BORN ON JUNE 2, 1930, IN PHILADELPHIA.

MAYBE THAT IS WHERE HE GOT HIS LOVE OF AVIATION.
ONE DAY PETE'S FATHER TOOK HIM TO AN AIRSHOW.

FIVE DOLLARS IS A MIGHTY SUM. IT'S WORTH IT, DAD. SOMEDAY, I'M GOING TO BE A GREAT PILOT.

FUN AIN'T IT?
NEVER MIND THAT. SHOW ME HOW TO FLY?

LIKE PETE, WHEN DICK'S STUDYING AND CHORES WERE DONE, YOU COULD USUALLY FIND HIM IN HIS ROOM BUILDING MODEL AIRPLANES.

COMMAND MODULE PILOT DICK GORDON WILL BE MAKING HIS SECOND SPACE FLIGHT.

RICHARD FRANCIS GORDON JR. WAS BORN IN SEATTLE, WASHINGTON ON OCTOBER 5, 1929.

DICK ALSO EXCELLED AT ATHLETICS.

THAT WAS SOME CURVEBALL, DICK.
JUST APPLIED BERNOULLI'S PRINCIPLE FOR A MASS TRAVELING THROUGH A FLUID.
HERE WE GO WITH THE SCIENCE AGAIN!
Lunar Module Pilot Alan Bean would be making his first spaceflight.

Alan Laverne Bean was born in Wheeler, Texas on March 15, 1932.

Like Pete and Dick, Alan loved anything to do with flying.

He loved reading about Buck Rogers and imagined himself as a space traveling hero.

How's Buck going to get out of this one?

Excuse me?

When he was 17, he joined the Navy Reserve.

One of his favorite jobs was to help the pilots get ready to fly.

One day that's going to be me.
All three knew it took more than a desire to fly to become great pilots!

Come on, let's play catch.

Can't, I've got to get this essay done for English tomorrow.

It was back in 1519 that Portuguese sea captain Ferdinand Magellan commanded the first expedition to sail around the world.

Louis Pasteur may have figured out the fermentation process about a hundred years ago, but I'm going to have to try this experiment again before I understand it.

Pete, Dick and Al's determination paid off.

Wanting to fly the hottest things around, each decided to join the Navy and eventually qualify to become test pilots.

Navy wings are made of gold. Air Force wings are made of steel.

Aaaddoo!

As a matter of fact, Pete was one of Al's instructors at Test Pilot School.

Test series Alpha complete. Not bad for government work, eh, Pete?

And Pete and Dick were roommates aboard an aircraft carrier.

I hope you fly paper airplanes better than you do real ones.

Watch and learn, Gordon.

Now, after being chosen as astronauts and working hard for years, these three great pilots are preparing to embark on mankind's greatest adventure...

A flight to the moon.

Radio check. Five-by-five. Here you go...

This is the last fresh air I'll be breathing for the next ten days.

Your suit fits great, Mr. Hatches. At 100,000 dollars a pop, I should hope so.

* - Allowing for inflation, the same space suit would cost $361,290 today.

The Apollo suit would cost $685,000 in 2019. Visit www.nasa.gov/suitup to find out about the space suit for lunar astronauts of the Artemis Generation.
All Dressed Up and Nowhere to Go... for the Next Few Hours?

The crew must breathe pure oxygen to purge the nitrogen from their tissues and prevent the bends.

* - See Glossary

Pete leads Dick and Al towards the transfer van that will carry them to...

T-3 hr, 7 min.

Ready or not, moon, here we come.

* - T-minus 3 hours, 7 minutes

Their Ride - The Mighty Saturn V!

Weather at the Cape-low overcast, light rain showers, ground winds up to 44 knots - barely within NASA's launch requirements.

As the countdown continues, the crew ingresses.

T-2 hr, 40 min.

Apollo 12's Saturn V is alive?

T-2 hr, 55 min.

Usually swarming with technicians working on the rocket, today Launch Pad 39-A is empty.

Gee, add a couple million pounds of highly explosive fuel to this bird and people become scarce.

* - See Glossary

It's a tight fit!

* - See Tech Note
STATS:
SERIAL NUMBER: CSM-108
MANUFACTURER: North American Rockwell
HEIGHT: 33 ft.
DIAMETER: 13 ft.
ROCKETS: 29
-- Command Module has twelve attitude XXthrusters
-- Service Module has sixteen attitude XXthrusters and one Service Propulsion XXSystem (SPS)
SPS THRUST: 20,050 lbs.
LOADED WEIGHT (fully fueled): 63,570 lbs.


FUN FACTS:
The Command and Service Modules contain over two million parts!
The Command Module alone contains fifteen miles of wiring, enough to supply fifty two-bedroom homes!

Unlike the lunar module, the command module is designed for both air and space and must endure temperatures ranging from -280-degrees Fahrenheit to +5000-degrees Fahrenheit during reentry!

Read Tech Notes about Orion, the new NASA spacecraft that will carry the first woman and the next man to the Moon by 2024, on the next page.
Orion is America's next generation spacecraft that will take astronauts to exciting destinations never explored by humans. It will serve as the exploration vehicle that will carry the crew to distant planetary bodies, provide emergency abort capability, sustain the crew during space travel, and provide safe reentry from deep space.

**Orion Summary**
- Number of crew: 4
- Total change in velocity: 4,390 ft/s
- Gross liftoff weight: 78,010 lbs
- Injected mass: 58,467 lbs

**Launch Abort System – Emergency Crew Escape System**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Mass Properties</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Dry mass/propellant</td>
<td>11,120 lbs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gross liftoff weight</td>
<td>16,850 lbs</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Crew Module – Crew and Cargo Transport**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Mass Properties</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Pressurized volume (total)</td>
<td>690.6 ft³</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Habitable volume (ref)</td>
<td>316 ft³</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reaction control system (RCS) vacuum engine thrust</td>
<td>160 lbf/engine</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Return payload</td>
<td>220 lbf</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Mass Properties</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Dry mass/propellant</td>
<td>22,397 lbs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oxygen/nitrogen/water</td>
<td>133 lbs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Propellant</td>
<td>370 lbs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Landing weight</td>
<td>20,500 lbs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gross liftoff weight</td>
<td>22,900 lbs</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Service Module – Propulsion, Electrical Power, Fluids Storage**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Mass Properties</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Dry mass</td>
<td>13,635 lbs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gross liftoff weight</td>
<td>34,085 lbs</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Orion-to-Stage Adapter**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Mass Properties</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Jettisoned Fairings</td>
<td>3,050 lbs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spacecraft Adapter</td>
<td>1,125 lbs</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Crew Module**
The crew module is capable of transporting four crew members beyond low-Earth orbit, providing a safe habitat from launch through landing and recovery.

**Launch Abort System**
The launch abort system, positioned above the crew module, can activate within milliseconds to pull the crew to safety and position the module for a safe landing.

**Service Module**
The service module provides support to the crew module from launch through crew module separation prior to entry. It provides in-space propulsion capability for orbital transfer, attitude control, and high-altitude ascent aborts. While mated with the crew module, it also provides water, oxygen and nitrogen to support the crew module living environment, generates and stores power while in space, and provides primary thermal control. The service module also has the capability to accommodate unpressurized cargo.
With launch less than two hours away, things are tense at mission control.

On top of the humongous moon rocket, things should be even more tense, right?

ZZZZZZZZZ

10-9
Ignition sequence start - 6-5 ...

The five mighty F-1s roar with the power of 7.5 million pounds of thrust.

Everybody's awake for this!
STATS:
SERIAL NUMBER: AS-507

FUN FACTS:
The thirty seven rocket engines of the Saturn V have thrust ratings ranging from 70 lbs. to more than 1.5 million!

Made up of three million parts, the Saturn V consists of three stages and an instrument unit which provides vehicle guidance, navigation and control.

Due to the extremely cold propellant that powers the Saturn V, the 363 foot tall rocket actually shrinks ten inches when fully fueled!

INSTRUMENT UNIT (I.U.)
MANUFACTURER: IBM
HEIGHT: 3 ft.
DIAMETER: 21 ft. 8 in.
WEIGHT: 4,306 lbs.

THIRD STAGE (S-IVB)
MANUFACTURER: McDonnell Douglas
HEIGHT: 58.3 ft.
DIAMETER: 21.7 ft.
MAIN ENGINES: One J-2
WEIGHT: 260,523 lbs. (fueled), 25,000 lbs. (dry)

FUN FACT:
Insulation between the third stage's liquid hydrogen and liquid oxygen tanks is necessary because liquid oxygen (-293-degrees Fahrenheit), is warm enough to rapidly heat liquid hydrogen (-423-degrees Fahrenheit).

SECOND STAGE (S-II)
MANUFACTURER: North American Rockwell
HEIGHT: 81 ft.
DIAMETER: 33 ft.
MAIN ENGINES: Five J-2
WEIGHT: 1,059,171 lbs. (fueled), 288,750 lbs. (dry)

FUN FACT:
The second stage is made of a metal alloy that actually becomes stronger the colder it gets!

FIRST STAGE (S-IC)
MANUFACTURER: Boeing
HEIGHT: 138 ft.
DIAMETER: 33 ft.
MAIN ENGINES: Five F-1
WEIGHT: 5,022,674 lbs. (fueled), 288,750 lbs. (dry)

FUN FACTS:
The rocket's five F-1 rocket engines produce 7.5 million pounds of thrust, equivalent to 62 Concorde supersonic airliners at maximum thrust!

Burning nearly three tons of propellants every second, the temperature in the F-1's combustion chamber reaches almost 6,000 degrees Fahrenheit!

Read Tech Notes about Orion, the new NASA spacecraft that will carry the first woman and the next man to the Moon by 2024, on the next page.
Liftoff!

At first it climbs slowly...

But hits over 60 mph by the time it clears the tower!

Spectators watch as the Saturn V disappears into a cloud layer.

Lightning and Saturn V's don't mix. If the bolt's electrical charge has derailed crucial equipment, the rocket could tumble out of control at any moment.

What the heck is going on?

I think we were hit by lightning.

Yikes!

As mission commander, it's up to Pete.

This is a new one. Nobody ever thought about lightning.

NASA's counting on me to make the right decision. So are Pick and Al.

And my money says we ride it out. For now.
Not only are the astronauts well trained, Mission Control knows their stuff too.

Flight, this is EECOM. I suggest you tell them to move the signal conditioning equipment switch to auxiliary, that may get the telemetry and instruments running again.

Each astronaut is responsible for different systems. This one is ALS.

Apollo 12, try... I got it.

That did the trick.

By T+2 min, 42 sec, Apollo 12 is already 36 nautical miles up and traveling over a mile a second.

Houston, we have staging.

At T+9 min, 13 sec, the second stage drops away, Apollo 12 is 103 miles up traveling almost 4 1/2 miles a second.

What a rip!
By 7:11 min. 32 sec., the third stage has shut down. The moon rocket is now traveling over 5 miles per second.

Houston, Apollo 12 is in orbit at 17,000 MPH.

There is plenty of work to be done before Apollo 12 can press on for the moon.

Okay. Pick the checklist say you need to activate...

Pete and Dick have been here before but it's Al's first trip into space.

Man, what a cool place to see a sunset.

From orbit, the mighty Himalayas look like a crumpled sheet of paper.

In Earth orbit, a spacecraft sees one sunset every 90 minutes.

I'm glad I'm flying way over top those thunderstorms instead of inside of them.

Houston, Apollo 12 checklist complete, we are go for trans-lunar injection.

* A firing of the third stage rocket designed to speed Apollo 12 toward the moon.
But back at mission control, they are not so sure.

Those bolts of lightning may have damaged electrical systems our testing hasn't exposed.

There is a good chance the pyrotechnics on the command module's reentry parachutes may have misfired.

Without those parachutes, the crew doesn't stand a chance.

As flight director, it's my call.

The crew would want to press on.

But that's the kind of guys they are.

And the kind of guy I am.

After all, you don't go where no man has gone before without going boldly.

3-2-1 ignition!

Trans-lunar injection - 2 hrs. 53 min (GET) ground elapsed time

The Saturn V's 3rd stage fires for 4 1/2 minutes, increasing Apollo 12's speed to about 25,000 mph - almost seven miles per second.

Houston, Apollo 12 is really hauling the mail.

We are on our way, Jose!

Their target lies some three days and 200,000 plus miles away.

Command module pilot, Dick Gordon is in charge of the next crucial maneuver...

T+3 hr. 8 min.
TRANPOSITION AND DOCKING

His goal: extract the lunar module "Intrepid" from the new useless rocket.

Using the service module's reaction control engines, Dick separates "Yankee Clipper" from the rest of the rocket...

About 75 feet out, Dick again fires the thrusters and the command module turns around...

And carefully approaches "Intrepid".

Yankee Clipper is 65,000 pounds of highly explosive fuel packed into a thin shell. It's about to meet 35,000 pounds of the same in the Intrepid.

Houston: we have docking. Couldn't have done better myself.

Way to go, Dick!

Dick must check to make sure the docking latches are engaged.
- Docking latches engaged
- Umbilicals attached
- Pressure equalized
- Separation!

4:14 G.E.T.

The crew finally gets to climb out of their space suits. Weightlessness has changed their bodies.

You're upside down, Dick.

No, you're upside down, Al.

The lunar module is looking good, Houston.

Not bad after 20,000 miles in the back seat.

The body's blood has temporarily redistributed causing the face to become puffy and the spine to lengthen. Astronauts can grow over an inch.

Maybe I can try out for the Celtics.

Finally, it's time to eat. In space, dinner time means squeezable glasses...

I much prefer fresh-squeezed.

Freeze-dried rehydratable spoon-bowls and intermediate moisture bites. Not exactly gourmet dining.

This is the best ham paste I've had today!
Okay crew, it's been a long day. Let's get these window blinders up so we can get some shut-eye.

Dick sleeps in the left couch with the headset on, ready to talk with mission control in case of an emergency. Pete and Al use the beta-cloth sleeping bags under the left and right couches.

In cis-lunar space there is no day or night.

Zipped into his sleeping bag, Al finds it hard to sleep.

Man, this is strange. There is no pressure on my body anywhere and no pillow to rest my head on... as if I need a pillow in weightlessness.

Difficult, but after an event-filled 21-hour day, not impossible.

Day 2: Rise and shine Apollo 12!

Though the day two workload is relatively light, mission control already has a long list of house-keeping chores for the crew.

Apollo 12, we need you to change consumables, charge batteries, purge the fuel cells...
Dick's first job of the day is to get an updated position fix. He uses the same guide stars and basic navigation techniques that explorers have used for centuries. Bingo! Nailed you Polaris.*

I'm the ship's navigator and have a right to know where I am.

Apollo 12 is almost halfway there.

* The North Star.

As time allows over the next two days, the crew studies their flight plan. They know on a moon mission, there is no make-up exam.

If I get a 1201 alarm like Neil did on Apollo 11...

L.O.1. requires a burn time of...

Day 4, 83:25 G.E.T.

L.O.1. Burn.

3-2-1-ignition.

The command module's main engine fires for almost six minutes slowing Apollo 12 down enough for the moon's gravity to capture it.

* - Lunar orbit insertion.
Soon, the crew is privileged to witness a sight only nine other humans in all of history have seen before...

I've got to take some film of this.

Earthrise! Beautiful!

With a successful lunar orbit obtained, there is little for the crew to do until the next day's scheduled landing... or is there?

Okay guys, tomorrow is going to be a big day and I don't want anything to slow us down. So, each of us is going to go down into the lower equipment bay, prop our drawers and do our business. Al, you first.

Me? I don't have to go.

You're kidding, right?

No.

Just think, literally everybody we know and ever knew is way back there.

In the zero-gravity of space, where nothing goes to the bottom of the bag, the waste containment system is considered the most unpleasant aspect of space exploration and can take up to an hour to complete.
**Day 4 - The Big Day!**

Having powered up, extended the landing gear, and thoroughly checked out the lunar module Intrepid, Pete and Al pull away from Yankee Clipper.

Intrepid flies like a fighter plane!

I wish you could come with us buddy, but somebody's got to hold down the fort.

We have separation.

**While Pete and Al make the Moon landing attempt, Dick must remain behind in lunar orbit.**

Good luck guys.

The flight director makes one final query of his control team before powered descent.

One last time around the room.

Guido? Guido?

Pido? Pido?

Retro? Retro?

Telmu? Telmu?

GNC? GNC?

* - see glossary

Intrepid. We are go for landing!

This is it, Al. Ready?

Let's go for it, Pete.

Houston, we have P.D.I.

STATS:
SERIAL NUMBER: LM-6
MANUFACTURER: Grumman Corporation
HEIGHT: 22 ft. 11 in. (legs extended)
DIAMETER: 31 ft. (diagonally across landing gear)
ROCKETS: 18 (total)
DESCENT ENGINE THRUST: variable between 1,050 lbs. - 9,870 lbs.
LOADED WEIGHT (fully fueled): 33,325 lbs.


FUN FACTS:
Over 70-percent of the Lunar Module’s weight is fuel!
The Lunar Module is so fragile its pressure shell can be pierced by a dropped screwdriver!

Designed to work in no more than 1/8th Earth gravity, the Lunar Module’s landing gear is so flimsy that on Earth a fully fueled Intrepid would collapse of its own weight!

Visit www.nasa.gov/artemis for more information about how NASA is working with American companies on a modern landing system to take humans to the surface of the Moon.
Intrepid's target, an unmanned moon lander called Surveyor 3, located on a rocky lunar plain called the Ocean of Storms.

At 8½ minutes into powered descent, Intrepid reaches Hi-Gate.*

WE HAVE PITCHED OVER HOUSTON.

Alt. 7,300 feet.

*—Apollo 11 had landed over 4 miles off target. Pete and Al are determined to make man's first pinpoint lunar landing, clearing the way for even more hazardous landing sites on future missions.

A barnstormer term for final approach.

Ten minutes into the burn, Intrepid's descent rate is steeper-than-planned.

If we want to land near the Surveyor, I need a better look around. I'm taking manual control.

Boy, you're really maneuvering around.

Altitude 500 feet.
ALTITUDE-50 FEET.

WATCH FOR
THE DUST.*

I CAN'T SEE
A THING.*

FINALLY...

CONTACT LIGHT.*

ENGINE STOP.

LUNAR CONTACT.

11:32 G.E.T. - INTREPID HAS LANDED ON THE OCEAN OF STORMS.

GOOD LANDING,
PETE'S OUTSTANDING MAN.*

AT LEAST TWO OF
THE THREE CONTACT
PROBES ATTACHED
to the bottom of
INTREPID'S FOOT
PADS HAVE IMPACTED
THE LUNAR SURFACE.

IN THE VACUUM OF SPACE, INTREPID'S ROCKET CREATES A DUST STORM IN PETE'S LANDING ZONE.

FOUR HOURS LATER, CHARLES "PETE" CONRAD DESCRIBES INTREPID'S LADDER.

HERE I GO... I HOPE WE LANDED NEAR THE SURVEYOR.

PETE IS 15 INCHES SHORTER THAN APOLLO 11'S NEIL ARMSTRONG.

WHOOPEE, MAN, THAT MAY HAVE BEEN A SMALL ONE FOR NEIL, BUT THAT'S A LONG ONE FOR ME.*

BOY, THAT'S SOFT BUT I DON'T SINK IN TOO FAR.*

PETE FAMILIARIZES HIMSELF WITH HIS NEW ENVIRONMENT.

1/6th GRAVITY IS THE WAY TO GO!

* Scientists had been worried moon dust would be so thick it would swallow up an astronaut.
Finally it's Al's turn.

Say cheese.

This is great.

Pete and Al have a long list of things to do. So many in fact, they each have a checklist on the sleeve of their spacesuits to remind them.

Let's see, Al, you need to deploy the TV camera. Hey, loonie—here!

You better not try that one, Al.

Unknown to Pete and Al, backup mission commander David Scott had drawn several Snoopy cartoons in their checklists.

While Pete sets up a bigger antenna to improve communications with Earth, Al moves the TV camera to a better location.

I hope everybody down there is as proud of it as we are to put it up.

It's a special honor for Pete and Al to deploy the second set of stars and stripes on the surface of the moon.

Affirmative, Pete!
ONE OF APOLLO 12'S MAIN ASSIGNMENTS IS DEPLOYMENT OF A.L.S.E.P.* THE FIRST FULL-PLEDGED SCIENTIFIC STATION TO BE SET UP ON ANOTHER WORLD.

I'VE PRACTICED THIS SO MANY TIMES I CAN DO IT IN MY SLEEP.

* - APOLLO LUNAR SURFACE EXPERIMENTS PACKAGE.

DESIGNED TO WORK FOR OVER A YEAR, APOLLO 12'S A.L.S.E.P. IS POWERED BY ITS OWN NUCLEär PLANT.

PETE: THIS THING IS STUCK.

PLUTONIUM-238 IS HOT STUFF & CAN BURN RIGHT THROUGH A SPACE SUIT.

DON'T TOUCH THAT CORE, AL.

IF WE DON'T GET THE NUCLEAR FUEL OUT, THE WHOLE STATION IS A BUST, PETE.

ALS RIGHT, BUT SOMETIMES EVEN THE MOST ELEGANT EXPERIMENTS NEED A LITTLE OLD-FASHIONED MUSCLE.

PERHAPS, THE OLD MARK-1 MOD-1...

1,400 DEGREES FAHRENHEIT

WITH PETE IN THE LEAD TO SCOUT FOR A GOOD AREA TO LAY OUT THE EXPERIMENTS AL CARRIES THE A.L.S.E.P.

1/6th GRAVITY OR NOT, THIS STUFF IS HEAVY.

THAT DID THE TRICK!

HAVE SPANNER WILL TRAVEL.
Pete has found a level area some 300 feet away from Intrepid—far enough away that tomorrow’s blastoff won’t affect A.L.S.E.P’s sensitive instruments.

This is my A.L.S.E.P site—five experiments designed to obtain information about the moon’s surface, interior, and atmosphere. The experiments are connected by cables to the central station which can transmit up to 5 million readings back to Earth each day!

Al, quit talking and help me activate this thing.

Scientists watch as the Touchy Selsiometer sends back A.L.S.E.P’s first information.

Too small to be moonquakes. It’s picking up the astronauts’ footfalls.

Designed to work for one year, Al’s A.L.S.E.P operated until October 1, 1977, when it was shut down due to budget cuts.

He’s taking pictures of potential Apollo landing sites.

Smile, Hadley Rille. You’re on Yankee Clipper camera.

While Pete and Al work on the surface, Dick’s busy too.

Apollo 18’s landing site.

Click!
AFTER A 4 HR. 1 MIN. MOONWALK, PETE AND AL ARE BACK IN INTREPID FOR DINNER AND A REST PERIOD. THOUGH TIRED, THEY FIND IT HARD TO SLEEP IN HAMMOCKS... ON THE MOON!

RRRR-CIANKKK!

WITH ALL THESE INSTRUMENTS AND COOLING PUMPS WORKING, IT GETS PRETTY DARK LONELY IN HERE.

AND THESE SPACESUITS MAKE TERRIBLE P.J.S.

60 MILES UP, DICK FINDS YANKEE CLIPPER MORE COMFORTABLE.

AFTER A 5 HOUR SLEEP, BREAKFAST AND TALK WITH HOUSTON, PETE AND AL BEGIN EVAX2.

LOOK OUT SURVEYOR, HERE WE COME!

* EVA - EXTRA VEHICULAR ACTIVITY

THEIR CAREFULLY PLANNED FOUR HOUR MOONWALK WILL TAKE THEM OVER A MILE!

WE GOT A LOT OF GROUND TO COVER.

THEIR TOOLS - HAMMERS, SAMPLE BAGS, CORE TUBES, SHOVELS AND TONGS.

WE'VE A LOT OF ROCKS TO COLLECT.

AT "BENCH CRATER" PETE AND AL WORK TOGETHER TO GATHER A SAMPLE.

HOUSTON: THIS ROCK HAS AN IRIDESCENT COATING WITH GLASS BEADING.
With only a limited amount of time on the lunar surface, Pete and Al hurry between sample stations.

I feel like one of those giraffes in the nature films running in slow motion.

Nothing to this moonwalking. Just bend and rock from side to side.

Though on the run, Al can't help but sneak a peak at his home planet.

This is the moon. That is the earth. I am really here.

I am really here.

The combination of bulky spacesuits and the unfamiliar 1/6 g gravity, causes Pete and Al to fall several times.

Oops!

I'll get you, Pete.

On the moon, you can pick up your friend with one finger!

Thanks for the lift.

Don't mention it.

Traveling on the lunar surface does have its shortcomings. There is nothing familiar to judge distance — no trees, houses, telephone poles or roads...

I can't believe we're in the right place, Pete.

Neither do I.

Let me look at the top of this hill here.

Hot-diggity-dog!
Surveyor III... Pete and Al's final objective, lies in a crater some 600 feet due south of Intrepid.

We're in the homestretch, Al.

Pete and Al plan to cut off parts of the spacecraft so that scientists can study the harsh lunar environment's long-term effects on man-made materials.

Except for a little tan-colored dust, the old Surveyor still looks brand new.

* Launched in April of 1967, the unmanned Surveyor III had taken some of the first close-up pictures of the lunar surface.

The aluminum tubing is more brittle and easier to cut than the tubes we used during training. You complaining?

After 3 1/2 hours of moonwalking, Pete and Al prepare to leave the lunar surface for the final time... but they have one final duty to perform.

Placing a fallen comrade's wings on the lunar surface.

We made it, C.C.

Astronaut C.C. Williams was an original member of the Apollo 12 crew. C.C. died in a jet accident during training. His crewmates have not forgotten him.
After a four hour spacewalk and lunch, there is little for Pete and Al to do until liftoff.

Except think about things.

Beano, you worried about the engine?

Yepp.

Both Pete and Al know, there is no backup for Intrepid's ascent engine. If it doesn't light...

No sense worrying about it, Al. If it doesn't work, we're just gonna be the first permanent monument to the U.S. Space Program.

As mission commander and space veteran, it's up to Pete to ease his crewmate's nerves... right?

Gee, thanks.

142:04 G.E.T. After a record 31 hrs. and 31 min. on the lunar surface, Intrepid's ascent engine fires.

And away we go!

145:36 G.E.T. After a flawless liftoff and 1 1/2 hour chase, Intrepid has rendezvous with Yankee Clipper.

How can you look so good if you're so ugly?

I don't know. You look awfully good yourself.

After executing a perfect docking, Dick opens the hatch between Yankee Clipper and Intrepid.

Welcome... oh. No you don't. You guys aren't going to mess up my nice clean spacecraft.
LUNAR DUST THAT HAD PREVIOUSLY CLUNG TO INTRIDIP'S FLOOR NOW FLOATS FREE IN THE ZERO GRAVITY OF SPACE.

AND I THOUGHT YOU'D BE HAPPY TO SEE US.

I'M NOT KIDDING GUYS, ALL THAT DUST CAN GET BEHIND SWITCHES AND SHORT OUT ELECTRICAL SYSTEMS, TAKE OFF THOSE FLINNY SPACE SUITS AND I'LL LET YOU IN.

THE TIMELINE TIGHT, PETE AND AL BARELY HAVE ENOUGH TIME TO STRIP DOWN TO THEIR BIRTHDAY SUITS AND TRANSFER THEIR PRECIOUS MOON-ROCKS AND THEMSELVES BEFORE DICK JETTISON'S INTRIDIP.

HOUSTON, WE HAVE SEPARATION AT 148 HOURS GROUND ELAPSED TIME.

YOU KNOW AL, I THINK WE'RE THE FIRST LUNAR STREAKERS!

HAVING CARRIED PETE AND AL SAFELY TO AND FROM THE LUNAR SURFACE, THE NOW UNMANNED INTRIDIP HAS ONE FINAL JOB TO DO.

CRASH INTO THE MOON AT 5,000 MPH.

KABOOM!

BACK ON EARTH, SCIENTISTS WATCH AS APOLLO 12'S A.L.S.E.P. SENDS BACK DATA. SEISMOLOGISTS BELIEVED SUCH INFORMATION WOULD TELL THEM ABOUT THE MOON'S STRUCTURE.

THE MOON'S RINGING LIKE A BELL.

ON EARTH, SUCH A TREMOR WOULD LAST NO MORE THAN TWO MINUTES. ON THE MOON IT LASTS FOR FIFTY-FIVE.

HOUSTON, WE HAVE T.E.I.

STOP THE WORLD, WE WANT TO GET ON.

172:27 G.E.T. AFTER 45 REVOLUTIONS AND 88 HRS 56 MIN IN LUNAR ORBIT, YANKEE CLIPPER'S SERVICE PROPELLION ENGINE FIRES FOR 190 SECONDS, INJECTING APOLLO 12 INTO A TRANS-EARTH TRAJECTORY.
244:07 G.E.T. After a two and a half day, 240,000 mile return voyage, the crew prepares for reentry. Dick fires the pyrotechnics to separate the command module from the service module.

Houston, we have sep.

While Dick concentrates on flying Yankee Clipper, Pete and Al can't help but sneak a peak outside.

The world is rushing in like a freight train.

Of the over 6 million pound, 363-foot high Saturn V that sent Apollo 12 on its way ten days earlier, only the (2,000-pound) 12-foot tall command module remains.

November 24, 1969...

Altitude: 0 feet.

Speed: 22 MPH.

Splashdown!

Well done Apollo 12!

Fly her Dick!

Atmospheric friction sends the temperature of Yankee Clipper's heat shield soaring to 5,000 degrees Fahrenheit.

A hundred years from now...

To my left is Apollo 12 International Park.

Mission duration: 10 days.

2 hours 35 minutes 25 seconds.

Miles traveled: 533,000 (Statute) Lunar samples returned 173 (Less than 1 Earth) pounds (plus parts of Surveyor 3).

As in all of humanity's early ventures into space, Apollo 12 came, explored and left, but like their footprints, which will remain in the lunar soil for thousands of generations, their legacy and dream of space flight lives on in each of us...

'Slatz's Lunar Tours'
**LUNAR TRIVIA**

Q: How wide (diameter) is the moon?
   A: 2,180 miles (3,500 kilometers), about the distance between St. Louis and San Francisco.

Q: What does astronaut mean?
   A: Star Voyager.

Q: How many astronauts walked on the moon?
   A: Twelve.

Q: How many pounds of rocks did the Apollo astronauts bring back from the moon?
   A: 841 Earth pounds (remember, the moon has 1/6th the Earth's gravity).

Q: What was the biggest moon rock the astronauts brought back?
   A: Dubbed 'Big Mulley' by the Apollo 16 crew, the football-sized rock tipped the scales at 25.89 (Earth) pounds.

Q: Who was the first geologist to walk on the moon?
   A: Harrison Schmitt on Apollo 17.

Q: What is a contingency sample?
   A: The first geological sample an astronaut takes from the lunar surface.

Q: What is a crater?
   A: A depression formed by the impact of a meteorite.

Q: Besides werewolves, what visible effects does the moon have on things on the Earth?
   A: It causes tides in large bodies of water like the Atlantic and Pacific oceans.

Q: Which came first, Arnold Schwarzenegger or the terminator?
   A: The terminator! It is an astrological term going back eons describing the dividing line between the illuminated and dark portions of the moon (or other celestial bodies).

Q: Which planned Apollo lunar landing mission became the world's first deep space emergency?
   A: Apollo 13.

Q: Which Apollo mission named their spacecraft after cartoon characters?
   A: Apollo 10, the command module was dubbed Charlie Brown and the lunar module, Snoopy.

Q: How long is a lunar day?
   A: Same as a lunar night - 14 Earth days.

Q: How cold does the moon get at night?
   A: Minus-270 degrees Fahrenheit! It's exactly opposite in the daytime - plus-270 degrees Fahrenheit.

Q: Who had the most and least moonwalking time of all the astronauts?
   A: Most: Gene Cernan on Apollo 17: 22:04 hours
      Least: Buzz Aldrin on Apollo 11: 2:15 hours

Q: Who hit a golf ball on the moon?
   A: Alan Shepard on Apollo 14.

Q: How many astronauts have made the trip beyond the Earth's gravitational influence?
   A: 24 (three made the trip twice).

Q: Can you name the three astronauts who made the trip beyond the Earth's gravitational influence?
   A: Jim Lovell (Apollo 8 & 13), John Young (Apollo 10 & 16), and Gene Cernan (Apollo 10 & 17).

Q: How much ice builds up on the skin of the Saturn V before launch?
   A: 1400 pounds.

Q: Which moonwalker also flew the X-15 rocket plane?
   A: Neil Armstrong.

Q: Which moonwalker also flew the space shuttle?
   A: John Young.

Q: On average, how many applicants for each astronaut selection are accepted?
   A: Twenty.

Q: Who said - 'We choose to go to the moon and do the other things not because they are easy but because they are hard'?

Q: How come we haven't returned to the moon?
   A: You got us!

* Lots has changed since this comic was published. In 2016, there were more than 18,300 applicants! Twelve were accepted, including five women. And America is going back to the Moon. By 2024, the Artemis program will send the first woman and next man to the Moon for the next generation of lunar exploration. By 2028, NASA will establish a sustainable human presence on the Moon, then set its sights on Mars! Read all about it at www.nasa.gov/ Artemis.
Q: Why are some craters bigger than others?
GRAHAM: They depend on how big the rock is that hits the lunar surface. The usual ratio we use is ten-to-one. That is, if you are looking at a crater ten meters wide, you can be pretty sure it was created by the impact of a rock about one meter wide.

Q: How long will Pete and Al's lunar footprints last?
GRAHAM: Tens of millions of years, perhaps more.

Q: Why will their footprints last so long?
GRAHAM: There is nothing up there to erode them like there is here on Earth. There is no atmosphere, no air or water to blow the dust around. Unless a big rock hits at just the right place, which is pretty unlikely, it will take millions of years of bombardment by micrometeorites to erode their footprints.

Q: Micrometeorites are small meteoroids?
GRAHAM: Exactly. The size of a period at the end of a sentence... or smaller. Meteoroids and micrometeorites are debris left over from the creation of our solar system. They hit the Earth too but usually burn up in the upper atmosphere and become shooting stars.

Q: Do you wish you could go to the moon?
GRAHAM: Sure. I'd probably be scared to death but I'd go.

Q: Are the 841 pounds of moon the astronauts brought back enough to tell us everything we want to know?
GRAHAM: We have only visited six lunar sites and spent only a few hours at each of them. If scientists tried to understand the Earth from such a small-scale study, they'd probably be a long way from knowing what they wanted to know.

Q: How does someone become a lunar geologist?
GRAHAM: You have to go to college and study geology or planetary geology.

Q: Can you tell the difference between a rock from the moon and one from Earth?
GRAHAM: Easily. I can tell just by looking at a lunar sample under a microscope that it is a section of the moon. It's not a meteorite. It's not of the Earth. It's from the moon.

Q: Do you get a kick out of working with moonrocks?
GRAHAM: You bet! When I was a kid, the moon was out of reach. We could look at it through telescopes but nobody had ever visited there. Now, I sometimes walk out of the lab at night and look up into the sky, see the moon and realize I've just been working with part of that! It is an amazing thing.
LUNAR MODULE PILOT

ALAN BEAN

Q: If you landed on the “Ocean of Storms”, where is the water?
AL: Back in the early 1600’s, when Galileo trained his telescope on the moon, he saw mountainous areas and regions that looked darker and flatter. Galileo thought they must be the same as the oceans and seas on Earth. So, as discoverers do, he named his findings accordingly. That is why Apollo 11 landed on the “Sea of Tranquility” and Pete and I landed on the “Ocean of Storms”.

Q: What was walking on the moon like?
AL: It was truly a wonderful adventure and reminded me of the time I was a small boy visiting my grandparent’s farm in Michigan. In the wintertime my parents would bundle me up in a snowsuit, overshoes, mittens and hat. When I walked through my grandparent’s uneven plowed fields it was a lot like walking on the moon because all that winter clothing was bulky like my space suit and the moon’s surface, although made up of volcanic rock and dust, is very uneven like a plowed field. Everything we did on the moon kicked up powdery, grayish dust.

Q: Except the moon’s gravity is different.
AL: Right! It isn’t like running on Earth because the moon’s gravity is only 1/6th that of Earth. Down here, I weigh 150 pounds and my space suit and backpack weigh another 150 pounds. But on the moon, the combined weight of me and my gear was only 50 pounds. I felt strong up there. When I pushed off with one foot, there was a long pause until landing on the other foot; it was like running in slow motion.

Q: Why does the dark side of the moon look like?
AL: First thing I should make is that there is no dark side of the moon anymore than there is a dark side of the Earth. Just as the Earth spins around once every 24 hours giving you day and night, the moon does also only more slowly. It spins around once every 14 Earth days. But only one side is ever visible from the Earth. That’s the near-side.

Q: Okay, what does the far side of the moon look like?
AL: It looks a lot like the near side only much rougher because it lacks the flat ‘oceans’ and ‘seas’ of the front side.

Q: How come there are no craters on the Earth?
AL: There are! As a matter of fact we trained for Apollo 12 in the biggest crater on Earth, Meteor Crater in Arizona. It is the biggest at 4,150 feet in diameter.

Q: What was your biggest thrill while on the moon?
AL: Looking back at the Earth. It was about the size of a baseball and I remember thinking that I am really here on the moon and everybody else, except Pete and Dick and me, were on this beautiful blue and white ball.

Q: What was weightlessness like?
AL: Weightlessness is one of the most difficult things to describe because there is nothing perfectly like it on Earth. However, the thing that comes closer than any other is floating in a swimming pool. The problem with that is in a swimming pool, your hand and leg movements propel you through the water. In zero gravity of space, the air doesn’t resist your hand and leg movements enough to make any significant motion.

Q: How can I become an astronaut?
AL: First of all, if you’re in school, there is nothing more important than learning as much as your teachers can teach you. To be a good astronaut, you not only have to be a good pilot and a good scientist, but you have to be able to write and communicate complex information, do mathematics and science without being intimidated and have a good understanding of physics and chemistry. Basically, none of the things you learn in school are unimportant.

Q: What would happen if your space suit broke?
AL: If my space suit sprung a leak, either from a seam ripping or a meteoroid impact, it would let all the air out and I would immediately fall unconscious. In fact, I probably wouldn’t know that it occurred and shortly after lapsing into unconsciousness I would die from lack of oxygen to the brain.

Q: Were you ever scared?
AL: Yes, I was scared sometimes but through training and self-discipline I learned to quit thinking about being scared and to concentrate on the job that I had to do. If I can do it, so can anyone.

Q: What lies in the future?
AL: People will go back to the moon. It will happen much the same way humans first explored the frontiers of Earth. First there will be small settlements, then villages and finally cities. And when that is complete we will probably do the same thing on Mars, some of Jupiter’s moons and the other planets. So, young people should realize that the great adventures are in the future not in the past and if they want to be part of it, they should start getting the training and education they need.

* Alan Bean died May 26, 2018, at age 86.

GLOSSARY

APOLLO: the Greek god of light
BENDS: sometimes fatal disorder characterized by paralysis and distress in breathing caused by the release by gas bubbles in tissue upon too rapid decrease in air pressure
BERNOULLI’S PRINCIPLE: increase in the velocity of any fluid is always accompanied by a decrease in pressure (air is considered a fluid)
CISLUNAR: the area of space between the Earth and the moon
COSMONAUT: Russian term for…astronaut

ECCOM: (Environmental, Electrical and Communications Engineer) EECOM monitors and troubleshoots command/service module systems.

ESCAPE VELOCITY: the speed which a particle or larger body must attain in order to escape the gravitational field of a planet or star

FIDO: (Flight Dynamics Officer), plots spacecraft trajectory

GNC: (Guidance and Navigation Officer), in charge of command module’s guidance, navigation and propulsion systems. G.E.T. = Ground Eligible Time (since liftoff)

GUIDO: (Guidance Officer), chief navigation officer.
Q: Why does your space suit look different than your crew mates?
DICK: Mine was unlike Pete and Al’s because it was not designed for EVA (Extra-Vehicular Activity). It didn’t have the connections to be hooked up with the spacecraft and backpack at the same time. Also, the interior of their suits was different. They had a water-cooled garment to help cool them while they were on the lunar surface and their suits had more layers of protection due to the radiation and heat they would be exposed to on the lunar surface.

Q: Did you get much sleep the night before launch?
DICK: I slept very well. I realized I had done everything I could possibly do and was ready to fly. Everybody thinks you’d be keyed up and excited and you are, but there’s a certain calmness that you surround yourself with.

Q: How about in space? Is it easy to sleep up there?
DICK: It isn’t the 0-gravity that keeps you up. It’s the noise level inside the spacecraft. We would darken the command module by placing shades over the windows to keep out the light and it got just like night. But there was always popping and gurgling from the fans and machinery that was constantly running. Despite those distractions, I never did have much problem sleeping up there.

Q: Why did you always sleep in one of Yankee Clipper’s couches?
DICK: I found it more comfortable and familiar than the sleeping bags. I could use the straps to tie myself down and tuck my hands underneath my body so they weren’t floating around. You had to do that so they wouldn’t float out and inadvertently flip a switch on the instrument panel.

Q: Why was Apollo 12’s liftoff in such bad weather?
DICK: Some people say we were launched because the President of the United States was in the V.I.P. stands. Actually, we were ready to fly, the bird (Saturn V) was ready to fly and mission control gave us the ‘Go’. So, we went.

Q: What happened when you got hit by lightning?
DICK: We had more warning lights than we ever saw during training. But we all did our jobs. Pete was telling mission control about our situation. I was making sure the booster (Saturn V), was functioning properly. And Al was busy trying to get the electrical system back on line.

Q: Were you scared?
DICK: It really wasn’t a frightening experience because we were too busy taking care of business to think about it.

Q: What did the lightning do to the spacecraft?
DICK: That was one of mission control’s concerns throughout the entire mission. They thought we might have damaged our parachutes and that would have been the end of that story. Fortunately, all it did was derail a feel quantity gauge but that wasn’t enough to call a halt to the mission... And it gave us one heck of a story to tell our grandchildren.

Q: What were you doing when you weren’t actually flying Yankee Clipper?
DICK: There were always chores to perform just like taking care of any house. A simple thing on Earth like eating would take an incredible amount of time in space and create a remarkable amount of garbage that you’d have to clean up. Also, there were lithium hydroxide canisters that needed to be changed, water that needed to be chlorinated, dust screens that needed to be cleaned. A lot of tiny things but they add up.

Q: What does space food taste like?
DICK: It wasn’t bad but I’m not very objective. I always eat whatever is put on my plate.

Q: You were alone in the command module for 38 hours. Did you get lonely while Pete and Al were on the lunar surface?
DICK: Actually, I didn’t have time. I was always doing something. Either taking pictures of the lunar surface, housekeeping in the command module or performing an engine burn, I had something to do almost every second. Besides (smiles), with those two guys gone I finally had some room to move around.

Q: During reentry, the temperature outside Yankee Clipper soared to almost 5000 degrees Fahrenheit. How warm did it get in the spacecraft?
DICK: Around 75 degrees. We had a heat shield that was designed to dissipate heat by the process of ablation. That is, the heat shield was made of a material that would partially erode, carrying the heat along with it as it evaporated.

Q: You kind of looked like a big meteor, right?
DICK: Yes. It was quite a show out the spacecraft window. Lots of blue-glow, yellows and oranges trailing behind the spacecraft as far as the eye could see.

Q: What is the coolest thing about being an astronaut?
DICK: I would have to say the adventure. You get to go where no one has gone before and do things no one has done.

* Dick Gordon died Nov. 6, 2017, at age 88.

**Ingress**: the act of entering

**Intrepid**: characterized by resolute fearlessness, fortitude and endurance

**Pyrotechnics**: controlled explosion designed to propel apart two previously joined surfaces

**Regolith**: the moon’s unconsolidated rocky debris and soil (lunar dirt)

**Rendezvous**: the planned meeting of two or more spacecraft in close proximity, matching orbits and velocities
ASK CAPTAIN PETE**

— Do you think there’s any life in space?
  — Edward Zisk, (15) Springfield, OH
  Captain Pete: Haven’t seen any, but I believe it is a definite possibility. After all, there’s plenty of unearthly looking things moving around in my refrigerator so there’s always a chance of life springing up almost anywhere.

— If you weren’t an astronaut, what would you be?
  — Chad Mellon, (12) St. Louis, MO
  Captain Pete: A cosmonaut.*

— How do you go to the bathroom in space?
  — Stacey Rimer, (14) Washington, D.C.
  Captain Pete: If you want to keep your friends, very carefully.

— Did you really sleep on the launch pad?
  — Jan Kenanish, (17) Toronto, Canada
  Captain Pete: Yes, but I wish I could tell you it’s a result of me being as cool as ice. The truth is I spent most of the night before launch staring at the ceiling of my bedroom thinking about the fact that the next day I was headed to the moon... for real! That night I got zero sleep and the next day’s countdown had some places where a guy doesn’t have much to do. The rest is nap history.

— Did you feel lonely on the moon?
  — Lydia Lacey Hart, (28) Hoboken, NJ
  Captain Pete: Nah, I was just glad to get out of that cramped spacecraft and stretch my legs. Besides, I had AI with me and Dick was only 60 miles away.†

— Did you really walk on the moon? I heard it was all a trick filmed in the desert.
  — Paula Weinberg, (16) Fort Dodge, IA
  Captain Pete: All I know is I did and AI did. Maybe the other flights were faked but ours wasn’t. Besides, you think we could keep this quiet all these years if it wasn’t real?

— Did your rocket go warp speed?
  — Theresa Warner, (12) Mobile, AL
  Captain Pete: According to my good friend Captain Kirk, warp speed is equal to the speed of light (186,000 miles per second!) Since my Saturn V’s top speed was a mere 16,000 mph (25,000 mph), it came as close to warp speed as I come to dunking a basketball!

— What’s your favorite thing about being an astronaut?
  — Heather Hewitt, (15) Louisville, KY
  Captain Pete: Seeing the Earth from space. That was awesome.

— How come you didn’t have a moon car to ride around in?
  — Fritz Greenspan, (14) Sarasota, FL
  Captain Pete: Riding is for weenies! AI and I will be hooping any day of the week... Actually, both of us got kind of tired moonwalking in those bulky suits and sure wished there was something to take us around. The last three Apollo flights (15, 16, 17), all had moon cars called lunar rovers. Those rovers really expanded the range of exploration away from the lunar module. [See upcoming issue for the lunar rover story!]

— How do I become an astronaut?
  — David Berman, (16) Grand Forks, SD
  Captain Pete: Study hard. Learn to fly. Walk the straight and narrow... but don’t forget to have a blast!

— What kind of glasses are those anyhow?
  — Chris Gilliam, (16) Nashville, TN
  Captain Pete: Top Secret.

— Do you fly the Space Shuttle?
  — Meg Macer, (12) Charleston, WA
  Captain Pete: No.

— Why not?
  — Meg Macer, again!
  Captain Pete: After my Skylab flight I knew it was going to be a long time before the Shuttle would fly. And I knew I didn’t want to sit around on my hands for eight years so I went on to other things.

— What are you doing now?
  — Tonya Dobbs, (17) Phoenix, AZ
  Captain Pete: I’m at MacDill Douglas Aerospace working on a new rocket that may very well launch you and other people your age, into space someday in the future. Other than that, I’m giving speeches and doing the best I can to get the news out about the importance of space.

— I’ve always wanted to be an astronaut. You have a cool picture. Where can I get a poster of that?
  — Kenny Carlson, (17) Santa Monica, CA
  Captain Pete: A sharp, discerning eye is important in an astronaut. You’ll go far in this man’s space program! Regarding the poster, direct your baby-blues below.

— See Glossary

† Dick Gordon’s command Module orbited at 60 miles altitude.

** Pete Conrad died July 8, 1999, after a motorcycle accident, at age 69.

MOON SHOT, The Flight of Apollo 12, was published originally in June 1994. NASA created this 50th anniversary electronic reproduction through the courtesy of copyright owners Nancy Conrad, D.C. Agile and Kurt Blemaster. "Ask Captain Pete" and the "Captain Pete Poster" are no longer available.

Nancy Conrad says: "In 1969, Pete and his two best friends strapped in for their ultimate adventure... the launch aboard a Saturn V rocket for their journey to their landing site, the Ocean of Storms, Moon... It was the most daring and extraordinary adventure humanity had ever dared to dream. And it was a time of magic. If Pete were here today he would encourage you to become a student of life and to conceive, believe and achieve the breakthrough ideas, technologies, and sustainable solutions that will influence and determine the future and the wellbeing of our planet. He would ask us all work together as we seek new crew members for the next great Moonshot... sustaining spaceship Earth."
Apollo captured the world’s attention and inspired generations of great achievements, exploration, and scientific discovery.

From July 1969 to December 1972, six Moon landings put 12 astronauts on the lunar surface and transformed how we see humanity. The mission of Apollo was to land Americans on the Moon and return them safely to Earth. The Apollo program represents one of the greatest engineering and scientific achievements of the 20th century. NASA is returning America to the Moon!

We are going to the Moon to prepare for Mars.

In Greek mythology, Artemis was the twin sister of Apollo. With the Artemis program, NASA will land the first woman and next man on the Moon by 2024, using innovative technologies to explore more of the lunar surface than ever before. We will collaborate with our commercial and international partners and establish sustainable exploration by 2028. Then, we will use what we learn on and around the Moon to take the next giant leap – sending astronauts to Mars.

We are going with a sustainable architecture, the likes of which has never been built before.

This timeline illustrates NASA’s preferred approach to landing the first woman and next man on the Moon. It highlights only the near-term path. Artemis includes all our lunar exploration activities through at least the next decade.